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Any attempted redemption not consistent with these terms and conditions will render the voucher null and void to the
extent prohibited by law.
This voucher is issued by Intel Corporation UK Ltd (Intel)
This voucher has no cash redemption value and is not transferable or assignable. Intel and Distributor as mentioned in the
above voucher, will share information about the redemption status of this voucher.
This voucher can only be used as payment for products purchased from Distributor, and must be redeemed by following
the instruction received when ordered. Currency conversion between value of voucher and local currency are to be
determined by the Distributor.
Distributor will determine whether the voucher is valid and can be accepted, and confirm within 48 hours. The credit to
your account will be as soon as the voucher is validated and eligible products are shipped and invoiced.
This voucher is valid for time period as stated on voucher issued. The expiry date is stated above. Distributor is entitled to
reject any voucher that is redeemed after the expiry date of the voucher.
Vouchers can only be redeemed against Intel Components or/and Eligible Products that contain an Intel® Processor which
the Distributor has in stock at the time the voucher is redeemed. The current list of Eligible Products and any exclusions
can be found under the Points section at www.inteltechnologyprovider.com.
Vouchers can only be redeemed by the company that ordered the vouchers from the Intel Technology Provider website.
The value of each voucher will be applied against Distributor’s net list price of the Eligible Products including local Taxes.
The aggregate amount of all vouchers must not be greater than the amount of the ordered Eligible Products against which
the vouchers are redeemed.
If the value of the Eligible Products on the purchase order exceeds the amount of the voucher(s) the balance must be paid
by the method determined by Distributor, and if the value of the Eligible Products on your purchase order is for less than
the value of the voucher(s) you are redeeming, you will waive and not be eligible for a credit or refund of the difference.
Intel Corporation and Distributor are not responsible if a voucher is lost, stolen, destroyed or used without permission.
Any liability for the order value beyond this voucher’s face value and any associated taxes are the responsibility of the
customer who redeems it.
This voucher cannot be redeemed against any taxes, prior balances or purchases, or shipping and handling costs.
Customers are responsible for the payment of any shipping or freight associated with their order.
By redeeming and using the voucher as payment for purchases from Distributor, you agree that Distributor standard
terms and conditions of sale shall apply to the purchase (unless otherwise agreed in writing).
In the case that an Eligible Product redeemed in exchange for this voucher is returned for a full refund that is not replaced
with an alternative Eligible Product to the same or greater value, then the value of this voucher will not be refunded and
will be debited from your account. Intel may, at its sole discretion re-issue a voucher to the same value.
This voucher is governed by the laws of England and Wales, and any disputes shall be submitted to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the English courts.
Intel may terminate this voucher at any time without prior notice. Intel reserves the right to terminate or change these
terms and conditions at our election and for any reason. It is your obligation to verify the then current terms and
conditions for each voucher.
This voucher cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer from Intel Corporation and its subsidiaries.
This voucher can only be applied against existing customer accounts with participating Distributor sales locations within
participating countries.
The current version of the voucher terms and conditions is available under the Points section at
www.inteltechnologyprovider.com
You are not entitled to earn Intel® Technology Provider points on products paid for with this voucher.

